
ARSENAL STADIUM TOURS AND 
MUSEUM 

This summer, whether you’re a fan of 
the Gunners or just a sports fan looking 
to visit the home of one of the Premier 
League’s greatest teams then a tour of 
the Emirates Stadium is not to be 
missed. Close to central London – less 
than 15 minutes on the tube from 
Leicester Square and Covent Garden – 
this award-winning self-guided tour of 
Arsenal’s home takes you behind the 
scenes to see areas not normally visible 
to the public.  

From the Directors’ Box to the 
Manager’s Dugout at pitchside and the 
Press Conference Room, guests will get 
a real glimpse of what happens on 
matchday. Don’t miss the newly-
refurbished Home Dressing Room, 
recently revamped to inspire and 

motivate the team, reflecting both the 
modern culture and the heritage of this 
iconic club.  

Visitors will be given a state-of-the-
art multimedia guide with commentary 
from an Arsenal Legend, or in one of ten 
languages including BSL. As well as 
listening to facts about the Stadium, you 
can also view exclusive player interviews 
and match footage, and the innovative 
‘Shirt Cam’ feature means you can see 
player highlights just by pointing your 
guide at their shirt! Friendly team 
members are located around the tour, 
ready to answer questions and share 
stories about the club. If you want to try 
something a bit more exclusive, you can 
book a Legend Tour led by a former 
Arsenal player sharing behind the 
scenes secrets of what it’s really like to 
play for London’s most storied club. 

Whatever tour you take, included in 
your ticket is a visit to the Arsenal 
Museum, which houses fascinating 
artifacts and displays from the club’s 
unmatched history. You’ll also have the 
chance to have your picture taken with 
some of Arsenal’s FA Cup trophies – as 
the team with the most FA Cup wins, it’s 
a perfect souvenir of your visit.  

Tours begin at the Armoury Store, 
just a few minutes’ walk from Holloway 
Road and Arsenal Tube stations.  

To book tickets visit the website at 
arsenal.com/tours 
 

HIEROGLYPHS: UNLOCKING 
ANCIENT EGYPT 

This autumn, a major exhibition at the 
British Museum will mark one of the 
most important moments in our 
understanding of ancient history: the 
decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphs. 
Hieroglyphs: unlocking ancient Egypt 
will explore the inscriptions and objects 
that helped scholars unlock one of the 
world’s oldest civilisations, exactly 200 
years since this pivotal moment. 

At the exhibition’s heart will be the 
Rosetta Stone (pictured), amongst the 
world’s most famous ancient objects and 
one of the British Museum’s most popular 
exhibits. Before hieroglyphs could be 
deciphered, life in ancient Egypt had been 
a mystery for centuries with only 
tantalising glimpses into this forgotten 
world. The discovery of the Rosetta Stone 
in 1799, with its decree written in 
hieroglyphs, demotic and the known 
language of ancient Greek, provided the 
key to decoding hieroglyphs in 1822; a 
breakthrough expanding the modern 
world’s knowledge of Egypt’s history by 
some 3,000 years. 

From love poetry and international 
treaties, to shopping lists and tax 
returns, the exhibition reveals 
fascinating stories of life in ancient 
Egypt. As well as an unshakeable belief 
in the power of the pharaohs and the 
promise of the afterlife, ancient 
Egyptians enjoyed good food, writing 
letters and making jokes.
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